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NURSING
News from The Graduate School

Fall 2020

From Dr. Barbara Schaffner, Associate Provost of Graduate Studies

In these Changing Times
Advanced educational degrees have proven over time to further careers and promote
salaries. The graph featured in this article link demonstrates a substantial differentiation
between median wages of those with advanced degrees when compared with four-year
degrees, and an even larger difference between those with advanced degrees and no
college degree. It is abundantly clear, advanced degrees advance careers.
But what about now, in this time of the COVID-19 pandemic? The year 2020 has already
been labelled as chaotic and a year that will ever change U.S. society. Of course, no one
can predict the future, but early data demonstrates that workers with higher levels of
educational attainment were more likely to have teleworked because of the
pandemic... Continue reading >>
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And the Beat Goes On: Skill Intensive Days
COVID-19 Style
Did you know...
Otterbein graduate faculty can adapt to new limitations and
can create new socially distanced ways to engage students. All
of us are experiencing changes in our world due to COVID-19.
As an eternal optimist, I see many of the changes as positive,
even though the sociologist and healthcare provider in me is
concerned about the impact of social isolation for many
community members.
As an educator in the Otterbein Graduate Nursing program in
the Family Nurse Practitioner (FNP) major, several challenges
emerged since the pandemic's eruption. For valid reasons of
public safety and limiting the spread of COVID-19, clinical
placement sites stopped allowing students to precept in those
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sites; there were restrictions on the face-to-face class meetings
where active learning takes place; and hands-on labs were
limited... Continue reading >>
- NURSING Advanced Practice Director Joy Shoemaker

If you would like to receive any of the Graduate School program
newsletters in their entirety, email tmagas@otterbein.edu
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